
Performance -matched RCA® speakers with wide-angle sound.

NEW RCA PRO-LX550 With
Linaeum®-Design Tweeter am
Amazing Honeycomb Woofer
It's a difference you can really hear. RCA PRO-LX550 delivers 360° wide-angli

midrange and high -frequency sound that brings music and movies to life.

RC/1
NEW Our best home -theater center -channel speaker-
and it's performance -matched with the PRO-LX550
RCA PRO -05550. Timbre -matched to our PRO-LX550 bookshelf speaker above, the PRO-CS550 also
complements most other makes and models. Dual 5" honeycomb woofers and a 3x3'h" Linaeum-des gn
monopole tweeter team up for realistic sound effects and crystal-clear movie dialog with 180° sound
coverage. Bass -reflex enclosure with handsome black woodgrain vinyl finish. Magnetic shielding allows
placement on or near a TV. Adjustable feet let you direct sound toward viewers. Handles up to 100 watts RVIS
(200W max. power). 40-5038 149.99
Frequency Response: 55-25,000Hz Power Capacity: 100 watts RMS/200 watts maximum. Size: 6'1,, 18'h N 10 1.".

WIDE-ANGLE

RC/1 by LINAEUNV

NEW Versatile 2 -way bookshelf
speaker sounds much bigger!
RCA PRO-LX550. For years, critics have raved abou
the incredible high -frequency dispersion capabilitie
of the Linaeum dipole tweeter. Now, RadioShack one
RCA have teamed up to bring this incredible
technology to you, at a price you can afford!

The new RCA® PRO-LX550 combines a top -mounter
Linaeum-design tweeter with a 5" patentee
honeycomb woofer for sound you have to hear tc
believe! The 5" long -throw woofer combined with E
tuned -port bass -reflex enclosure delivers bass
performance normally only found in much larger
speakers.

Thanks to the revolutionary dipole tweeter,
high -frequency response soars to 25,000Hz with
incredibly low distortion and full 360° sound
coverage. The tweeter is also ferrofluid-cooled to
handle high power levels (up to 75 watts RMS/150
watts max.) effortlessly.

The versatile PRO-LX550 is equally suited for use in a
stereo system or a home theater. Magnetic shielding
allows placement close to a TV without producing
picture distortion. An ideal home -theater speaker
system might consist of four PRO-LX550s-two for
front channels, two for surround-plus the new
timbre -matched center -channel speaker below.
Add a subwoofer (page 177) for deep, high-energy
bass. Includes gold-plated binding posts for best
possible connection. 40-5037 Each 149.99
Frequency Response: 80-25,000Hz Power Capacity: 75 watts
RMS/ 150 watts maximum. Size: 10'k - 67, -

QUESTION:

What are the advantages of
the "wide-angle" tweeter? QA
ANSWER:

Unlike conventional cone or dome drivers that "push"
sound frontward in a narrow dispersion pattern, these
ferrofluid-cooled tweeters' flexible polypropylene
diaphragms radiate like a guitar or violin string. The result
is an extraordinarily spacious soundstage that makes these
compact speakers sound much larger than they are.

QUESTION:

What are the advantages of honeycomb woofers?
ANSWER:

Patented honeycomb material between two layers of
woven fiberglass provides superior rigidity and better
durability with minimal distortion.

Linaeum is a registered trademark of Mystical Audio Linted, Inc

HOME SPEAKER ACCESSORIES See Index for these listings:

Speakers and Accessories: Crossovers, Grilles, Stands
Wire and Cable: Speaker, Wire Cutters and Strippers


